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Knowing whether your network, security and systems support IPv6 are the
first step in successfully adopting and deploying IPv6 in your network.
Find Out If You’re Ready For IPv6
While it is common for many to think that IPv6 is a networking
team “problem” the reality is very different. IPv6 has a wide
impact across all areas of IT including, but not limited to:
• Databases
• Logging
• Security
• Applications
• Cloud Services
• Host OS
• Mobile OS
• Helpdesk
HexaBuild provides IPv6 assessments tailored to help
companies determine where they are at in their ability to
adopt and deploy IPv6 securely and cost-effectively. We can
provide assessments that evaluate a company’s ability to
adopt IPv6 in specific IT areas or do a broader evaluation to
help a company truly understand what impact IPv6 will have
on their IT environment.
Our assessment reports provide not only a snapshot of your
current environment but specific guidance on best-practices
to reduce costs, maximize security, and increase
performance while adopting IPv6.

Why HexaBuild for your IPv6 Assessment?
HexaBuild was founded by some of the leading IPv6 experts
in the industry with over 50 combined years of working on
IPv6. They have deployed and worked on many IPv6 projects
and have distilled this knowledge into their assessment
process. Benefit from the best, use HexaBuild.
https://hexabuild.io
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Services Offered
IPv6 Total Readiness
Assessment
Our comprehensive IPv6
Readiness Assessment includes
all IT areas impacted by IPv6
adoption and provides a detailed
look at where you are at and what
next steps have to be taken.
IPv6 Security Assessment
Focused on just your IPv6
security posture with proven
best-practice recommendations
to maximize security.
IPv6 Host OS Assessment
A look at the OS behavior around
IPv6 that will impact your
organization.
IPv6 Networking Assessment
Only for your network resources
to understand if you can deploy
IPv6 in your environment
IPv6 Cloud or IoT Assessment
Tailored to determine the impact
IPv6 adoption will have on your
current or planned cloud or IoT
deployments
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